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COMMENCING PROCEEDINGS: 

Checklist of steps: 

1. File Writ (or Originating Motion) with statement of claim or general statement (then don’t need 

separate statement of claim 14.01) 

2. Serve on defendant (one year to do so 5.12) 

3. Notice of appearance (10 days) 

4. File statement of claims – 30 days after appearance 14.02 

5. File defence (counter claim) – 30 days after statement of claim or appearance – 14.04 

6. Reply (reply and defence to counter claim) – 30 days after defence – 14.05 

7. Need order of court to continue after the reply – 14.06 

8. Close of pleadings – 30 days after defence or at reply – 14.08 

9. Pleadings end when period for responding to last pleading expires. Filing defence is the last pleading (if 

no reply) – 30 days 

10. If there is a reply – then when it’s filed with the court unless leave given  

11. Then you apply to the court for your court date. 

 

                                                      CLASS ACTIONS 
 
Key: 33C- requirements-  lead plaintiff must have standing- in originating process must describe 
group members-  in Vic it is an opt out system- settlement must be approved by court-  must give 
notice to group members of the date to opt out-  if not opt out bound by judgment- lead plaintiff 
liable for costs 
         Usually go through requirements of 33C and then if attacking try to declass under 33N  
 
Supreme Court of Vic Common Law Division Practice Note No 10 of 2015 Conduct of Group 
Proceedings – not law per say but court will enforce it through how they approach the group proceedings- advice on 

how to proceed with the group proceedings 
 
Supreme Court Act 
Part 4A -Group Proceedings  

33C- Commencement of proceeding (3 stage test) (Supreme Court Act) 
(1) Seven or more persons have a claim against the same person; and (remember here most of the 

litigation is- Cash Convertors says not necessarily have to have a claim against each and every person if multiple defendants) 
(remember that if multiple defendant there must be at least 7 against each but not all in the class must have a claim against 
every single defendant) 

(2) The claims of all those persons are in respect of, arise out of, the same, similar or related 
circumstances; and 

(3) The claims of all those persons give rise to a substantial common question of law or fact 
 

(2)(b)(i) does not have to be arising from the same contract – can be separate acts or omissions of acts(ii) 

 
33D- Lead plaintiff -standing (Supreme Court Act) 

(1) person referred to in 33C(1)(a)) can become the lead plaintiff; must have sufficient interest to 
commence proceedings on his/her own behalf- then can be the lead plaintiff and commence 
proceedings in behalf of everyone in the group 

(2) Can be lead plaintiff if had a claim against the defendant and even if they lose that claim during the 
proceeding this is protecting them , can still be lead plaintiff (practical, so that you do not need a 
new lead plaintiff) 

 
33E – Consent of a group member-not needed 
Group member does not need to give consent: unless they are Cth, State or a Territory or body corporate, judge, officer 
of Cth (even if you have no idea you are still bound). 
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33H- Originating Process (the requirements that have to be satisfied to start the proceedings) 

(1) Group proceeding must be commenced by writ 
(2) In addition to all the normal writ requirements must have: 

a) Describe the group members 
b) Specify the nature of the claims made on their behalf and the relief sought 
c) Specify the questions of law or fact common to the claims of the group members 

(3) Not necessary to name the group members or give a number of the members 

 
33J- Right of a group member to opt out 

(1) Court must fix a date by which you can opt out 
(2) Any member can opt out by notice in writing  
(3)   this period can be extended on application by group member, plaintiff or defendant  
(4)  cannot start proceedings until this date has passed  
(5) not ever a group member if opt out unless court orders  
(6) on application the court can bring an opted out member in on any terms the court sees fit 

 
33KA – Court powers concerning the group membership 
The court can order group members in or out at any time. 

 
33K- Causes of actions accruing after commencement 
If another cause of action arises after the class action has already commenced, we can add it in with leave of court. (can 
change the group description to add them in) 

 
33L- If fewer than seven class members- court has discretion as to if to allow the proceedings 

(generally after proceedings have started) 

 
33M- Distribution costs excessive 
If the costs of distributing the likely award are excessive (larger than the award) the court can say the proceedings will 
not continue 

 
33N- proceedings no longer to continue under this part – How to declass the class action! 

Reasons why on application the court can rule that proceedings will no longer continue under this part  
(1)(a) where costs are likely to be lower if separate proceedings 
(1)(b) all the relief can be sought in separate proceedings 
(1)(c) Group not an effective way of dealing with the claim  
(1)(d) or otherwise appropriate (court discretion = Aon and s7 CPA) 
 

33V: Settlement and discontinuance – court must say yes 

The proceeding cannot be settled or discontinued without the approval of the Court (33V(1)). Court has oversight over 
what the class action settles for (similar rationale as when it is children as lot of the group members do not have 
control) 

 
33X- notice to be given to group members 
Must give members notice of the date fixed under 33J, any matter that court order must be notified to group members, 
also with settlement offer is court orders etc, 

 
33ZB Effect of judgment 
Judgment must give the description of the group members who will be affected by it (1), it binds all people who are 
such group members at the time of judgment (subject to s33KA). 

 
33ZD- Costs 
The lead plaintiff ability to be liable if class action fails 

 
 

                                                  Positives and Negatives of Class Actions 

Positives   + ☺  Negatives    --   
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Efficient, deals with multiple plaintiffs in one go. Saves 
lot of litigation costs. 

Bound by the decision unless opt out 

Parties who would not access the court otherwise can 
have their claims heard (due to the small nature of 
individual claims often). 

One plaintiff is the lead plaintiff and unless that is you, 
you have little control over the litigation that will affect 
your rights 

Power imbalance is better (not just a small claim against 
a huge company). 

Encourages legal enterprising (litigation funders) 

Rule of law: increases respect for law in society as more 
people that their rights can be upheld. 

Encourages litigation too much 

Regulatory role (creates behaviour standards). Group members are generally not consulted 

Strategic- media attention The lead plaintiff is liable for costs if the class action fails 
(though often will have some sort of agreement about 
costs with litigation funders) 

Can throw light at an ill in society Due to its nature encourages litigation that can have big 
payouts, does not help if not. 

Eg. Bushfire litigation- lots of attention, creates standards for the industry, claims that would not be heard 

 
 
Cases: 
Cash Convertors (Federal Court):  Do not need a claim against each and every defendant - more expansive reading of 
the class action requirements (33C(1)), easier to pursue class actions. Here Justice Farrell agrees with the dissent of 
Finkelstein in Philip Morris (then in Bray following the same as in dissent)- that the applicant and group members do not 
have claims against each of the respondents party to the relevant proceedings. (better facilitates the overarching 
purpose of the civil practice and procedure) 
*Note: not the last word on this, will have to be determined once and for all by the Full Court. Some single judges follow 
the Finkelstein reasoning but some follow Phillip Morris. 
 
Finkelstein in Bray v Hoffman (Federal Court) : (vitamins price fixing) Does an each and every plaintiff have to have a 
claim against each and every defendant, the word or in the 33C is there for a reason and the intent of the statute is to 
enable group proceedings. So no.  

 


